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O i zaasssassas
2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: The meeting will please come

(]) 3 to order.

4 Ihe purpose of this meeting today is to discuss

5 and possibly vote on the full power operating license for

6 Sequoyah nuclear plant, Unit 2. I think you are aware of

7 the f act that the low power license was granted on 6/25/81
.

8 and the staff is now prepared to proceed with the full power

911r ensing .

10 I gather Mr. Denton is going to nake the

11 presentation .

12 MR. DENION: Carl Stahl, our project manager, will

! 13 make the presentation but I did want to introduce also Don
.,

,

V 14 Quick on my right who is the Region II section chief that

I 15 ove rsees TV A 's reactors.

16 What va will cover are events which have occurred
|17 a t the site since we met with you last on this project and

| _

18 also 'some ' items on which TVA is seeking some relief from the

19 schedules which would otherv.' :e be imposed.

| 20 Carl, why don't you walk us through today's

21 presentation.

22 MR. STAHL: Slide No. 1 is the briefing outline
|

23 f or today's meeting. I will make a few comments with

k' 24 respect to the first item followen by TVA's proposal on the
|

25 six TMI items that they wish to get some schedule relief.
|

(s'

1
,

1
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(]) 1 This will be then followed by the staff's comments uith

2 respect to those six items.

3 IEE will provide a report through Mr. Don Quick on
-)

4 the readiness of the plant to proceed beyond the 5 percent

5 power. In that discussion he sill cover three unusual

6 occurrences that have transpired since the issuance of the

71ov power license on Unit 2.

8 With respect to a few general comments, as you

9 know we issued the low power license for Sequoyah 2 on June

10 25, 1981. The program has been proceeding and we believe

11 that the plant is near ready to proceed beyond the 5 percent

12 power level and to proceed into the power excursion

13 program . With that in mind, we submitted to you on August

O 1417th the proposed full power license for Unit 2.

15 COEMISSIONER BRADFORD: How does their situation

16 now differ f rom the situation when we approved the low power

1711ce nse ? I would have said then that they were at exactly

18 the stage you just ' described, that is' ready to proceed into

19 power, so we gave them a lov power license which they as of

20 y e t have not used.

21 ER. STAHL: That is correct. The number of

ZZconstruction deficiencies that were noted in our previous

23 proposed license now has been reduced to on e and criticality

(J 24 a t Sequoyah Unit 2 is imminent. Completion of criticality

25 1s approximately ten days to finish all of the tests.

.
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m
j 1 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Was I just wrong in late

2 hoy , early June in thinking that cri ticalit y was imminent

3 then ? Chairman Hendrie actually said it wooid be

4 irresponsible not to give them a f ull power license.

5 3R. BICKWIT. That is certainly wronq.

6 MR. DENTON: I think today we can give you our

7 best estimato of when criticality might occur and whwn they

8 need a full power license, but it is one of the

9 characteristics in starting a program that you can never

10 f oretell what might occur. There was a McGuire case in

11 which they were unable to go forward for about six months.

12 I would have thought this plant would have gone much faster
/

.
13 but you may recall they got a bolt stuck in the reactor head

i

14 flange.

15 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: But they had troub1'e even

16 before then I guess. I really thought they were coing to go

17 critical in June.
_

'18 - MR~. DENTON: I guess my concern was to get us off
~

19 the critical path. Now that we have resolved our safety

20 questions and they have completed the items on the ICE list

21 of things that remain to be done, it seemed a timely time to

22 discuss with you the results of our review and then whether

23 they actually use the license or not is somewhat dependent

24 on ho w well the plant performs when they test it.
-

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I think Peter's question is

ALCERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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1a calibration question. How do we calibrate how imminent is

2 "imminen t"?

3 MR. DENTON let me turn to the senior resident~

4 for Sequoyah so I do not speak in general.

5 MR. QUICKS That is a very difficult question to

6 answer. I do not think any of us can predict what is going

7 to happen from one day to the next for a facility that is in

8 the latter stages of pre-operational testing. As of right

9 now for example, criticality is scheduled for September 15

! 10 with the earliest practical date being possibly September 13.

11 However we do have a knowledge of a couple of

12 deficiencies in pre-op testing riGnt now which ce ald delay

i

( 13 that even further. For exa mple one of the test deficiencies

14 tha t I am aware of happens to deal with one control rod

15 drive mechanism in that there may be an open coil in the

1811f t coil. If that turns out to be the case and that has to

17 be disassembled , there is a possibility tha t may delay

|
_

! 18 criticality -a little more.
'

- ~

19 I guess my point is very simply that su cannot

20 predict from one day to the next what may happen during

21 testing in the final latter stages of construc. ion.

22 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: They have loaded fuel?

23 MR. QUICK: Yes. Fuel is loaded and the machine

24 is ready to go with the exception of clearing up a couple of_.

| 25 minor test deficiencies. At least at this point they are

|

ALDEASoN REPoATING COMPANY,INC,
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3
1 considered to be sinor.j

2 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: How long is their low

(]) 3 power license test phase?

4 ER. QUICK: Approximately 12 days before they will

5 need to proceed above 5 percent power.

6 COEMISSIOSF3 BRADFORD: So that if all vent well

71t would be before the end of the month in any case.

8 3R. QUICK: Yes.

9 MR. EISENHUT: I think it is f air to sa y also tha t ,

10 if you icok at what the predicted fuel load date was back in

11 June, I think you are certainly right. I'think we were

| 12 talking then of, I seem to remember a fuel load date of

13 early July.

14 So the point is as Don mentioned, it is the best

15 shot we have at th e time . But you are certainly right. The

16 fuel load date was originally in July. It slipped a number
,

17 of times . As Don said it is now September.
|

- . .
-

-

18 ~5R. STAHL4 To add'to the submittal of our

19 proposed license, we did in September provide you a copy of

20 a letter submitted by TVA proposing on September 1st that

21 they be granted schedule relief on six of the TMI items.

22 This we provided to you.

23 These have been ongoing discussions for several

24 months with TVA and in anticipation of the number of due-

25 dates in January we decided to formally present this to
,

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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) 'vou. In addition to the September 1st date there was an

2 additional September 4 date to provide further

} 3 clarification. The essence however of their position and

4 proposal is contained in this September 1 date that was

5 submitted to you.

6 The six dated items are shown on Slide No. 2. Nov

7 in view of the importance of these ir,3ues and the proposed

8 schedule changes, we consider it appropriate that Mr. Mills

9 from TV A set f orth his views and TVA's views on this entire

10 satter. The staff then will follow with its comments with

11 respect to each of the items.

12 MB. DENTON: I should comment to the extent that

13 we adopt these dates, you are explicitly making decisions
3
J 14 also for Unit 1 in that they would anticipate on some of

15 them some of the same kinds of relief being needed. But the
i

16 focus of the presentatior. today is on Unit 2. I think

(
, _

. 17 tather than our trying to explain the efforts that TVA has
t -

18'g on e through and the compensating measures, first you should

19 hear it from TVA and then we will give you our views on

20 these same items.

21 Why don't we turn it over to Mr. Mills.

I 22 ME. MI1LS: I had some 35 mm. slides. I do not

23 know if they are going to get those up or not. I do have

| (_/ 24 the handouts of what I will be talking about here.

25 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: That would be helpful.

,

1
''
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j 1 MR. CHILK: Can we use the handouts?

2 MR. MILLS: We can use t'he handouts.

[]) 3 I feel that I should make it clear that we are not

4 are; ing about the requirements but merely are asking for or

s ';equesting some delays in some of the implementation dates

6 tha t we are seeing primarily due to equipment deliveries.

7 I will go through each of the items that we have

8 on our list. The items I think are already defined by Carl

9 which is the first page of the handout. In addition to th a t

10 I d o no t believe he has the reactor vessel level

11 instrumentation listed or he does not mention to relieve the

12 saf ety valve piston program through EPRI.

13 The first one I have on my list is the hydrogen
.)
'

14 mitigation system. As I am sure most of you are aware, we

15 do have an interis distributed ignition syster installed and

16 operational in Sequoyah at this time which we feel is

17 reliable, has the same capability as the permanent syrtem
,

_

'

18 and we think ~ equivalent coverage. The difference in the

19 permancat hydrogen mitigation system in the interim is that

20 we intend tc upgrade to improve the qualification,

21 redundancy into the control room.

22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Is there any difference in

23 the igniters themselves?
i

-i 24 MR. MILLS: The icniters are slightly different.

25 We had glow plug before and now it is a coil type igniter

1

.
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1and it operates directly off 120 volts instead of having to

2 have a transformer to step it down f rom 120 to 12 volts. We

- 3 feel it is more reliable for a long-term ignition system.

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You vent through a series

; 5 of tests using the glow plugs. Are you going through the

6 same tests with the coil?

7 MR. MILLSs I assume we have done essentially th e

8 same test with these.

9 Is that right, John?

10 MR. RAULSTON: Yes, we have done similar kinds of
.

11 tests.
,

12 MR. MILLS: This is John Baulston, our chief

,

13 nuclear engineer from our design organization.

'

14 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: In the past I was not

15 unsympathetic to extending this time in part because I did

16 not want your research program cut off to meet the early
!

17 schedule ,1f it meant that that part of the job was not going
- - ' ' - - - -

18 to get done as well as it might. Does this mean that you

19 will be looking f urther at the problem? Or have you pretty

20 well f roren the requirements that you would be carrying out

21 and implementing?

22 MR. MILLS: Mr. Gilinsky, we feel that we have

23 pre tty much frozen the design. We feel that all the tests

I 24 and research and so forth will have been completed by

25 January 1982. This is an equipment delivery problem that we

,

-
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1 have. It is going to be June 1982 before we will have all

2 of the equipment delivered on this permanen t system. So

3 that is the reason for the request. We are in no way asking

4 for a delay on other conditions on the license. It is only

5 on the equipment delivery and installation.

6 We feel that after the equipment is delivered it

7 vill require about a 110-day outage to install all this

8 permanent ignition system. So we are requesting to be able

9 to install that during the first refueling outage. That is

10 about the longest time item that we have during that

11 outage. That is our request regarding the system.

12 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa What causes this to be

13 such an item that takes so much time to install?

-) .

You know most of these things are high14 MR. MILLS:

15 points inside the upper and lower plenums. We will have to

16 have a lot of sraffolding put in. There is quite a bit of

17 wiring to be done, the conduit and so forth to wire this.

18 We are pudting in qualified wiring and so forth. We are not
'

19 using the emergency lighting system as we did on our interim

20 system. And we are putting in redundant igniters.

| \

21 So there is quite a bit of ronduit to be run and'

Z2 i t is the type thing that we will have a lot of scaffolding

23 inside the containment. That is the type of thing that is

|
| 24 going to take so such time to do.

25 CHAIRMAN PALLADINC Will you be installing new

|

ALDERSoN REPORTING CCMPANY,INC,
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I 1 igniters?

2 MR. MILLS: Yes, sir, we vill.

']
3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: When wil? *he first refueling.

4 outage take place?

5 MR. MILLSa The first refueling outage is

6 scheduled f or the first part of 1983 on Unit 2.

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0a The first pa rt of 1983, what

8 does that mean, February, March?

9 MR.. MILLS 4 Sir, I can tell you January is what we

10 are talking about. However I know you realize that depends

11 upon a lot of tings. ''

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Just to make sure I
|

13 understand one of your earlier ansvers, you said you have

,

14 completed the same kind of reliability tests in some

15 environment that you had on the glow plugs. You have done

| 16 tha t for the ceil.

17 MR. RAULSTON: 'Je have not completed all the tests
, , _

18 but they are planned in the immediate future and certainly

19 prior to January.

20 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But you obviously have

21 eno ugn confidence a t this stage th a t the tests are going to

22 turn out successfully.

23 ME. RAULSTON: Right.

-) 24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You have gone ahead I

25 gather and are committed to this system.

s

-/
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1 MR. BAULSTONa Yes.

2 MR. HI1LS: Yes, sir.

'}
3 CCMEISSIONER AHEARNE. Thank you.

4 MR. MILLSa The next item that we have is the

5 reactor coolant system venting. We sta.rted on this we think

6 pretty early and we let a contract for the reactor pressure

7 vessel head vent back in December 1979. Then when

8 NUREG-0737 was issued in October 1980 Ie realired that our

9 pressurirer vent system was not going to meet the NUREG-0737

10 requirements so we have been negotiating since that time

11 with the vendor to modify the pressurirer vent system.

12 The conceptual design was provided NBC in July of

13 1981. It will be July 1982 before all of the equipment is

a
14 delivered and there is a bout a f our-week shutdown required

| 15 in order to install this.
|
| 16 So again we ask to be able to install this at th e

17 first refueling outage. Maybe it would be appropriate for

18 me to tell you now that for all of~Ehese items at various

19 times between now and January 1983 we will have equipment

20available. And I think it is clearly understood what we are

21 asking is not to have a series of shutdowns- shut down for a,

i

| 22 month, operate for a month, shut down for a month type
|

23 thing . We are requesting that we be able to do all of these
3

~/ 24 items during the first refueling outape.

|
25 There are two or three of them that we can do if

s
_/
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[' 1we have any kind of a forced outage prior to that time of

2 suf ficient duration. |
3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What is wrong with the vent I}
4 valves that you have now, the PORV7 I

i

5 MR. MILLS: They are not qualified seismically I )

6 understand. Ihey do not meet the seismic qualification

7 requirements.

8 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Rut they do exist. They do

9 function as vents.

10 MR. MILLS: Yes, sir. 1

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Do you have a vent installed

12 also in tha reactor vesrel?

13 MR. MILLS: We will be installing one at nhe first

14 ref ueling outage. It will be coming off the UHI overhead

15 injection line as I understand it. It is not installed at

:Sthis time.

17 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Are there detailed
.

-

18 procedures for dealing with the problems that the vents are

19 supposed to solve in the absence of the vents, feed and

20 bleed procedures or whatever?

21 MR. MILLS: I will verify this with the plant

22 sup erintendent , but my understanding is tha t there are

23 procedures regarding the use of the PORVs for venting.

t T,

N/ 24 Is this correct, Jerry?'

25 MR. EALLENTINE: Yes, sir.

'

!
1
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) 1 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I have one question. I

2 noticed something. Are adapters provided? You mencioned

], 3 you are having difficulty obtaining a particular switch but

4 no response from the vendors. I wonder if you could say a

5 few words about why you are not getting any response from

6 the vendors.

7 3R. MILLS: All right, sir. This is a hand

8 controller. It is not qualified seismically. We have to do

9 one of several things. We are either going to have to be

10 able to find one that is qualified and obtain it or we are

11 going to have to qualify it ourselves through testing or we
'

12 would have to use a non-seismic controller. We feel if we

13 cannot get one in sufficient time for this outage, either it-,

~
14 is qualification ourselves or obtaining one.

15 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEs But it is a seisnic

16 qualification.

17 MR. MILLS 4 Yes, sir.

' ~

18 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You say you will make the
~~

19 switch yourself if you cannot get anyone to provide it.

20 MR. MILLSs Yes, sir, we will qualify it ourselves

21 or see that it is qualified.

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You will qualify it.

23 MR. MILLS: Yes, sir.
'

i

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Are there any other questions?

25 (No response.)

.,
i
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~) 1 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I guess we are ready to

2 proceed.

3 MR. MILLS: The next item that I have is incore(]}
4 thermocouple system. TVA has installed incorn thermocouple

5 system as upgraded since TMI-2. It includes 60

8thermocouples at the core exit, five thermocouples in the

7 upper head and thermocouple placement is sufficient to give

8 a radial temperature distribution across the core and

9 temperature of fluid in the upper head. A spatially

10 oriented core map indicating temperature at each

11 thermocouple is available. We have a printout of' average,

12 instantaneous, maximum temperature for all thermocouples and

,
13 temperature-time histories.

14 That item and the next one are the two that we
'

15 have upgraded since TMI-2.
!

18 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You say you have a printout.
;

17 How about a display.
_

18 MR. MILLS: I am sure we'have a display if we have
~ ~

19 a printo ut.

20 Jerry, we have a cathode ray tube or something, do

21 w e no t , on thermocouples? We do not?

22 We have only a printout.

23 And the readout range of computer driven system is
i
! -) 24 200 to 2300 degrees Fahrenheit. Presently the additional

25 analog readout is from rero to 700 degrees Fahrenheit.

|
'

!

,
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1 However our commitment is to upgrade analog readout with the

2 best available equipment by January 1, 1982 and we know nov

3 that've can get a readout that will go up to 2,000 degrees.

4 We are assured of that.

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Now by a readout you are

6 not talking about a display ?

7 MR. MILLS: I do not know if that will be a

8 display or not.

9 Do you know, John ?

10 MR. RAULSTON: It is just an analog display of the
.

11 tempera tura.

Iz COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs Is that the item that you

13 are asking for relief on?

14 MR. MILLS: Sir, originally ve had zero to 700'

15 degrees. We have talked to the staff. The staff would have

16 to say whether this is satisf actory to them. But we do
,

l
17 commit that we vill have the best available equipment by

_

~18 January 1~, 1982.
- ~ ~

~
~

!

| 19 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Is that the only item tha t

201s outstanding or have the other items been installed?

21 MR. MILLS: Yes, sir. What I have down here is a

22 description of our system.

23 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY So the only thing left to

24 upgrade for the thermocouple system is to extend the range. . -

25 of the meter.

|
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] 1 MR. MILLS: That is what we intend to do, yes, sir.

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY That is what you are

3 talking about.

4 MR. MILLS: Right.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You are saying you would go

6to at least 2,000 degrees?

7 MR. MILLS: We know now we can go to 2,000 degrees
:

1

8 by January.

|
9 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO: Was the requirement not 23007

to MR. MILLS: I think the requirement is 2300.

i

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: So we will have to get an

12 opinion from. the staf f whether' that causes any problem.

13 MR. MILLS: What we are saying is if one is

14 available we will have it. We know now we can go to 2,000 |

15 degrees.

16 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD4 Why was that not done

17 sooner?
-

_ .. .

18 MR. MILLS: I guess that"this came up pretty late

19 in the game and that we considered this the system. We had

20 alread y the computer driven system going to 2300 degrees as

21 being satisfactory and did not have the additional system.

22 We considered an additional system and of course cut it off

23 at 700 degrees Fahrenheit.

.; 24 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: What is the situation with

25 Unit 17

|
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1 1R. EILLS: We have the same situation there, Mr.

2 Bradford. But I believe that January 1, 1982 is the date

(]; 3 anyway on this. So it is not that we are late at this time.

4 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I see.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Can I ask a question? Do our

6 requirements state that we should have a display of the

7 instantaneous, average and maximum values for temperature?

8 I am really asking the staff.

9 MR. MATTSON: The requirement is that they be able

10 to select from 16 thermocouples and display any of them.

11 There is a time for displaying all 16 of them within two

12 minutes or something like that. I can look it up in a

13 minute.
.

'

14 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Is that going to be met here?

15 MR. MATISON: Yes.

16 MR. MILLSs The next item we have is the technical

17 support center. TVA provided a response to NUREG-0696 on
- . - . . . -

- ~~

18 June 2, 1981. We did identify the technical support cen te r~

19 as the only emergency response facility that would not be

20 completed by October 1, 1982. The completion of the design

21 and delivery of equipment is scheduled for April 1982 and

22 there is about a four-week outage required to install the

23 system required for the technical su ppor t center.

'

24 We are asking to wait until the first refueling-

25 outage for that. As you are probably aware, we do have an

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,!NC,
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1iteria technical support center at this time that would be
,

2 available in case of a need prior to that time.

~3 3 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO: Is there any problem in
J

4 installing the technical support center while you are

5 operating?

6 MR. MILLSs Yes, sir. I understand that there are

7 some connections that have to be made to the plant computer

8 and so forth in order to get some readouts over into the

9 technical sgpport center. We do not consider it safe to be

10 in operation during the time that we are hooking on those

11 parsmeters.

12 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE: I guess you had a comment

13 that you have to have the equipment installed in the main
,

#
14 control room. It is more that you have to take taps into

15 current instrumentation on leads that go into the control

16 room.

17 MR. MILLS: I believe that both of these are
- -

-

18 off-the-plant computer.
~~

19 Is that right, John?

20 HR. RAULSTON: They come from auxiliary racks and

21 stu f f like that which is the common focal pc' at of the

22 instrumentation that goes in the control room.

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: So it is primarily making

)
_/ 24 connections. That is the basis for your asking for the

25 first one.
.

s

.
-
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) 1 MR. MILLS: Yes, sir. A four-week outage would be

2 required to shut the plant down, make the connections and

(]) 3 come back up. So we are asking to use our interim technical

4 support center until the first refueling outage when we can

5 sake those connections.

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: On that rela ted area, do

7 you have a safety display system that you are 1. stalling?

8 MR. MILLS: For this permanent technical support

9 center, yes, sir, that is included.

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What is the nature of your
.

It interim TSC? Is it accepted by the staff?

12 MR. MILLS: Yes, sir. I understand it has been

13 Tecepted by the staff as an interim support center.

14 Ensically our tie-in at this time on that is through a TV

15 camera in the control room and monitored in the interim tech

16 support center. This interim tech support center is located

17 just adjacent to the control room. There is only one door
_

,

~~

18 betw'esn them . So if we did have an accident and manned ~the

19 tech support center, we are through one door into the

20 control room if necessary.

21 The permanent technical support center is still in

22 the very close vicinity of I would say no more than 25, 30

23 f ee t .

- 24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Do you want it near the

25 control room or away from the control room?

s
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]) 1 MR. MILLS: We wanted it near the control room.

2 My understanding is that the philosophy behind this is we

3 would not have a lot of people in the control room but ther

4 vanted it in the vicinity of the control room.

5 CHAIREAN PALIADINO Are there any other questions?

6 (No response)

7 ER. DILLS: The next ites that I have is the

8 post-sceident sampling system. The sampling system has been

9 purchased and is on site and installation is approximately

10 50 percent complete. It would require about a four-week

11 outage to complete that. The Radiological Chemical

12 Laboratory hea ting , ventilation and air conditioning

13 requirements are being verified now by analysis. It is my
7

i
14 understanding that we will probably have to have additional'

15 shielding of the Radiological Chemical Laboratory in order

16 to satisfy the requirements of the type samples that we

17 would be expectad to ha ve.
. --

-

18 the schedule for the heating, ventilation and air

19 con ditioning equipment, this contract will be awarded in

29 December 1981 and the delivery of equipment in September

21 1982. We do have interim procedures in place for obtaining

22 a sample in some acciden t environments, probably not at th e

231evels that we are talking about in the permanent system.

.) 24 The TVA vill have sampling system installed and

25 Radiological Chemical Laboratory upgraded bef ore startup

_
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j 1 following first refueling outage.

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: We have been and I guess a

|'N 3 lot of people in the industry and the research have been
J

4 going through a reexamination of what are the appropriate

5 mater.als to be used for doses and dose calculations

6following up on some of the questions that were raised about

7 iodine and so f orth.

8 I notice one of the comments we have here is that

9 some of the dose calculations still have to be completed.

10 Is there any question in your mind or your staff's mind as

11 to what ought to be used to do those calculations?

12 MR. MILLS: John, could you address that?

13 3R. RAULSTON: Yes, I can address that.

'

14 No, sir, to answer your question. It is just a

15 matter of scheduling the analysis. We postponed it

16 originally and used some conservative assumptions. It

17 turned out not to be conservative enough. Mow we are going
.. . s _ . _

18 back and doing some ' confirmatory analysis to firm up the

19 design right now.

20 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE4 So as far as the questions

21 about form of iodine or what is the appropriate amount that

22 migh t ge t in to the a tmosphere, that is not causing you any

23 problem as f ar as the calettlations?

24 MR. RAULSTON: e- huve basically been using the

25 guidance tha t the s*a i ne provided.

.
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3
_/ 1 MR. MATTSON: I think we are talking about the

2 primary coolant sample, not the atmosphere sample. The 0772

']), 3 cesium iodide controversy I do not think would enter into

4 this one.

5 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO: If your calculations are

6 wrong, how will they impact on what you do? It says the

7 calculations are still to be completed.

8 MR. RAULSTON: We have based some preliminary

9 design of our heating and venting system on some assumptions

10 and these calculations are going to confirm that our

11 assumptions are now correct.

12 Basically the problem we have had in Sequoyah was

13 tha area for the Radio Chemical Laboratory was not,

-

14 originally designed for habitability during these kinds of

i 15 accidents. So we have had to go back and upgrade the
|

16 habitability of that area and its route to and from the

17 sam pling station. That has required a lot of radiological
- .

.
- _-

18 analysis and the addition of a lot of shielding to make sure

19 tha t the operator can get from the sample station to the lab

|

| 20 a nd that the lab allows him to stay in there long enough to

| 21 analyze the, sample.
,

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO Would you have to make

|
23 f urther modifications if the calculations then confira your

1 h
| J 24 design basis?
l

25 MR. RAULSTON: 'J e sould probably have to change

1 .
,
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1 the specification we now have for additional heating and
,,

2 ventilating equipment.

' 3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What are you proposing witht
.)

4 regard to the schedule?

5 NR. MILLS: The schedule?

8 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0c Yes.

7 MR. MILLS: Sir, we are talking again about the

8 first refueling outage prior to the startup of the first

9 ref ueling outage f rom the first refueling outage.

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Are there any questions?

11 (No response.)

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO. Go ahead.

- 13 MR. MILLS: Next I have four or five items here

'

i 14 that fall in the category of, accident monitoring

15 instrumenta tion . The first one is the containment hydrogen

16 monitors. We are committed to providing containment

17 hydrogen monitor in accordance with NUREG-0737. The present
_

~

~ 18 sts tus is that the installed monitors we believe neet

19 requirements except for qualification. The installed

20 monitors are being tested to demonstrate the upgraded

21 qualification. T'i e testing will te completed by early.

22 1982. When I say "early," we think in January if everything

23 goes satisf actorily.
s

J 24 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Can you explain the phrase

25 " meet the requirements except for qualification"? I would

,

:
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cw) 1have said if they met the requirements they would be

2 qualified.

^s 3 MR. MILLSs I am talking about here I think the
.)

4 range on it is zero to 10 percent hydrogen. I will say tha t

5they do not meet the qualification requirements. That might

6i- a better way to phrase it.

7 Let me rephrase that. I will not say they do not

8 meet them. I will say we tested them to determine if they

9 are qualified. We think they are.

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But you have not completed

11 the test.
.

12 MR. MILLS: We have not completed the

13 qualification testing. We believe they will meet the
-

4
#

14 qualification. When the testing is completed we will be

15 able to verify that.,

I
I 16 Those tests are scheduled to be completed som e tim e

171n January , not by January 1st but sometime in January. I

18 say dowh there that we will demonstrate the qualification ~ ~

19 bef ore startup following the first refueling outage. We do

20not believe it will be that long but you know the testing is

21 not completely under our control and it might sli; a week or

22 a month or something. So I would ask for something other
l
i

23 than January for that. We put the "first refueling outage"
,

; 24 d ow n .

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But that request is based

'

,

g'

1

l
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5 1 on the assumption that the ones that you have will meet the

2 qualification tests.

} 3 MR. MILLS: Our commitment though is to

4 demonstrate the qualification of the monitors, whether it be

5 these or others, prior to startup of the first refueling

6 outage. I am telling you that we do believe that the ones

7 we have presently installed will meet the qualification

8 requirements.

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Then you will not need the

10 ref ueling outage, will you?

11 MR. MILLS: No, sir. All I am saying is we may

12 nos be abic to state completely to you prior to January 1,

13 198 2 tha t we have them completely qualified. The testing

14 may not be completed at that time.

15 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Then when do you complete the

18 tests? Do you need an outage tc complete the tests?

17 MR. MILLS: No, sir. It is a convenient date to

18 see t .

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: If the ones that you have

20 do not meet the tests, you have to get other ones.

21 3R. MILLS: Yes, sir. That would require an

22 o utage.

23 MR. MATESON: It might help to note that the

24 meters that they have in now meet IEEE 323-1971. The

25 testing is designed to show that they conform to 323-1974.

.

h
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) 1 I believe the date for the rest of the equipment is somewhat

2 more lax than January 1982. So we have concluded that their

~

3 proposal makes sense. That is in the worst event, that is

4 the tests fail between now and January, then we would have

5 to live with 1972 version of the standard until the first

6 ref ueling which is essentially equivalent to what we are

7 doing with the other equipment anyhow.

8 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Do you want to go ahead?

9 .MR. MILLS: The next one I have is again under

to accident monitoring instrumentation: containment pressure

11 monitor. Our commitment is to provide a wide-range

12 containment pressure monitor in accordance with t.cq Guide

131.97 and NUREG-0737 qualified to IEEE 323-1974
-

;
'

14 We presently have installed a wid e -ra ng e pressure

15 monitor qualified to IEEE 323-1971. We have gone out for

16 bids on an upgraded monitor three times since January 1981

17 All bids received offered only IEEE 323-1971 qualification.
,

18 The~ vendors have informed us that IEEE 323-1974 qualified
-

19 equipment would probably be available in the first half of

20 1982. So we do intend to go out and buy bids again this

21 m on th , hoping that tha t equipment will be a vailable as

22 sta ted in the first half of 1982.

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Which equipment was this?

24 ER. MILLS: It is the containment pressure monitor.

25 We basically have installed a t this time what is

ALDERSoN REPCRTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 available a t this time and we are stating that when
,

2 something better is available, which we understand will be

3 bid next year, we will purchase that and install that.

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Will that be done the first

5 ref ueling outage?

6 MR. MILLS: Yes, sir. We would install it during
.

7 the first refueling outage, yes, sir.

8 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: When you say "first

9 ref ueling outage," for Unit 2 that means roughly January

10 1983. How about Unit 1?

11 MR. MILLS: Unit 1 is, I believe September 1982 is

12 the current schedule for it. I know you understand that

- 13 those are not set dates.

14 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I understand that. But if

151n f act the various extensions are approved and we are

16 talking about the first refueling of Unit 1, by that you
|

| 17 sean September 19827
t . .

-
. . .

-

18 - MR. MILLS: I really mean the first refueling
~

19 o utage.

20 COMMISSIONER BRACFORPt But you do mean the first'

21 refueling outage f or Unit 1 with regard to Unit 1 and for

22 Unit 2 with regard to Unit 2.

23 MR. MILLS: Yes, sir.
. . , .

. 24 I guess what I was really asking is if you find

25 tha t you can approve these delays, I am asking you to make
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1 it the outages rather than making it a fixed date.

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I understood tr.a t . I

s 3 wanted to understand the relationship with regard to Unit 1

4 and Unit 2.

5 MR. MILLS: Yes, sir.

6 The next item th a t I have is the containment

Tradiation monitors. We are committed to providi..g the

8 radiation monitors in accordance with NUREG-0737 and the

9 high range radiation monitors are on site ready for

10 installation . However some of the associated

11 instrumentation and controls are to be delivered this
.

12 month.

13 There is a four-week shutdown required for

14 installa tion . We are asking to wait until the next outage

15 of sufficient duration. Now I do not know if that would be

16 the first refueling outage. That certainly would be the

171ast date. We may have an outage unexpected of four-week
_

~

18 duration prior to that time and we would be ready to install

19 tha t system if that were the case.

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Is this something you can do

21 rather quickly?

22 !R. MILLS: Four weeks shutdown is required.

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: If you have such an outage

-
24 would you do some of the other things also that you have

25 planned for the first refueline outage if the equipment were

ALCERSON REPCRTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 available?

2 MR. MILLS: Mr. C2 airman, the things that we could

~ 3 do and could be worked in we certainly would. Please.

4 understand that Monday-morning quarterbacking is hey, you

5 were shut down six weeks; why didn't you do the four-week

6 item. Six weeks before that we thought it was a two-week

7 outage. This is one of the things we do run into in that

8 situation.

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The equipment that you have

10 though meets the requirements as f ar as the range?

11 MR. MILLS The equipment that we have at this

12 time is located outside containment.

,
13 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I mean the stuff that you

,

~ 14 will be putting in. That does have the appropriate range.

15 MR. MILLS 4 Yes, sir.

16 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Why don't you go ahead

| 17 because the question you thought you were answering is the
-

. _ . -

~ 8 one I''was going to ask. 'That is what do you do if you have
-

1

19 to measure radiation in the meantime.

20 MR. MILLS: We now have what I would call intaris

21 monitors outside containment which read through the steel

Z2 vessel. We correlate what is inside containment with that

23 through a series of graphs which we then give a close
-

24 correlation . In other words I do not know what the numbers

i

|
25 are but I am saying we are reading through this steel

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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'l 1 vessel. We think we have it calibrated so the poin t that
j

210 squared R per hour out here may be 10 to the 7th inside

- 3 the containment.

4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY Where are the monitors?

5 MR. MILLS: They are located outside containment

6 at this time, the interim monitors.

7 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: And they are reading

8 what? What is it that they are reading?

9 MR. MILLS: We hope that they are giving an

10 indication of what is inside containment through the steel

11 vessel, radiation level.

12 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Can someone on the staff

.

13 tell me if this is a post-TMI requirement?

" 14 MR. EISENHUT: Yes.

15 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: There was not required to

16 be an ability to read radia tion levels in containment before

| 17 TMI?
1 .. .._ .... .-

_

~

18 MR. EISENHUTi_ 'I think it is a question of -

19.u pg radin g .

20 MR. MILLS: The range I think is what it is.

21 MR. MATTSON: It is the high range requirement is

22 a post-TMI.

23 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: The reason I asked is if

24 there was a requirement that there be some capability within
,

25 the containment before, where is that instrument now?
,

I
_,

a
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1 MR. MILLSs You are asking what is installed'

2 inside containment at this time.

3 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Yes. If there had never
}

4 been a TMI I take it you would not be reading through the

5 steel pressure vessel.

6 MR. MILLSs The reason we are reading it through

7 now is the high range required. 'de are required I believe

8 it is up to 10 to the 8th R per hour.

9 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs Is it the high end tha t

10 this is supposed to compensate f or? Your instrument is

11 reading from outside the containment?

12 MR. MILLS: It is the high end ra ting.

- 13 I think Mr. Bradford was asking what is installed

'

14 inside containment. I do not know.

15 COMMISSIONER BR ADFORD: I was saying that I would<

16 have thought that even without the upgrading requirement

17 there wo uld have been an instrument of some sort inside the
~

-
-

- .

*

18 containment.
|

19 MR. MILLS: Does anyone know the range on that?

20 MR. RAULSION: I do not know what the range is.

21 There are lo wer le vel radia tion monitors.

22 MR. MILLS: It is a lower range, yes, sir.

23 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: What about affluents? Do

24 you have instruments installed?
.

25 MR. MATTSON: I am told back here that we have

|
.
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)) 1 allowed prior to THIe and would have allowed had there not

2 been a THI t'or post-accident measuring of radiation inside

3 of containment, the use of external-to-containment}
4 seasurements and correlations which is what they are

; 5 proposing as an interim measure.
|
| 6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I see. So you may in fact

7 not have planned to have something inside the containmen'.
|

8 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Are you saying there is

9 nothing inside the containment, Roger?

10 MR. MATTSON: I do not know.

11 COMMISSIONER GIIINSKY: What about measurement of
.

\12 effluents?

| 13 MR. MILLS: That is my next item I believe, Mr.
: .

14 Gilinsk y.

15 The next item, still accident monitoring

'

48 instrumentation, is the side range noble gas, iodine and

17 particulate effluent monitors. We vill provide monitors in
...

- - . .

'18 ercordance with Reg Guide T.97, NUREG-0737'which are IEEE~
-

15 Clads 1E, Seismic Category 1, environmentally qualified.

20 We plan to procure integrated monitoring assembly

21 which will accomplish the particulate, iodine and noble gas

22 monitoring in accordance wi th NRC requirements.

f 23 The interim procedures for monitoring noble gas,

) 24 iodine and particulates are in place and the interims,

25 procedures have been approved by NRC staff.
.

ww#

!
,
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| 1 COM5ISSIONER GILINSKY: Would you tell us what

| 2 those are?

' 3 5R. MILLS: Yes, sir, just a second. I will get

4 someone. I would like to continue with this first.

5 The noble gas monitors are on site at this time.

"

6 The instrumentation and controls will be shipped to the site

7 on September 18 and TV A will install during the first outage
1

8 of sufficien t dura tion. It is three weeks outage required.

9 The iod ' and particulate monitor which meets NRC

10 requirements is nu u presently available. We do expect to be

11 able to procure and install the integrated monitor by the

12 first refueling.

13 You asked me about the interim procedures fors

~

14 monitoring noble gas, iodine and particulates.

15 Jerry, can you address that?

16 MR. BALLENTINE: No, I cannot, not just off the

17 top of my head. I would be afraid to address them
_ _- .

18 com pidt e'ly .

19 I believe the procedures that we are talking about

20are tnose procedures that a re a ssociated with the

21 implemen ting procedures as part of the radiological

22 emergency procedure applied to it. We have recently revised

23 t ha t .
~

24 COMMISSIONE3 GILINSKY: : there have to be some[ _-

25 instruments in place to at least give a rough estimate of
.

4
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) 1 effluent releases. Those requirements have been in place

2 for some time, a year and a half I think.

3 HR. EISENHUT: I think that is right. If you

4 totall it was one of the items that came out as one of the

5 short-term lessons learned: to have an interim procedure

6for being able to acnitor the noble gas and iodines and

7 particulates. I seem to remember that.

8 COMMISSICNER GILINSKY: I would like to be assured

9 tha t tha t is in place.

10 MR. EISENHUT It is my understanding that th a t

11 item was in place.

12 MR. RAULSTON: We have got the lof' ne monitor and

__
13 the procedure allows f or somebody to go in there and take a

' 14 sample cartridge out to a laboratory and analyze it for the

15 par ticulate. It is difficult to say what the radiation

161evel vill be and to guarantee th a t an individual can get in

17 there and get it ort. That is what the procedure, TI-66
, _

18 ref erred to, tells the mechanism for going in and getting

19 tha t particular staple , among other things.

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Are you saying that we have a

21 procedure here but we do not know if it will work?

22 MR. BAULSTON: We know it will work but it is

23 qualified depending on the rad ation level. Depending on

24 wha t went on in the plant these cartridges will have various
,

25 radiation levels. If they are too high, obviously we will

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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) 1not be able to get them. We think that we.can probably get

2 a sample out to measure the iodine and particulate in a lab

S 3 for a lot of the things that one might postulate could go

4 wrong.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN04 But it would not cover all of

6the situations.

7 MR. RAULSTON: I F. would not but what we want to

6 ultimately put in is a monitoring system that vill in , lace

9 mor itor the.se things and tell us without having to go in

10 the ce and get the sample.

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Where in the NRC were these
;

12 procedures approved, here at headquarters or on the site?

13 MR. GRIMES: Perhaps I could speak to that. We

. .)
14 have an onsite appraisal team made up of both headquartern

15 and regional personnel and contractor personnel that

16 specifically reviewed the onsite emergency procedures. So

17 they would have gone through this and they have been on

18 site, and the region has written a letter to Sequoyah with

.

19 the results of that onsite appraisal. That was not flagged

l

20 as one of the big items.

21 So I assume that the team has looked at that and

22 found no major problems. There were some other monitorinq
i
!

|
23 things tha t TV A ag reed to correct.

1

1 24 CHAIRMAN P ALL ADIN0 s Don't the people from the

25 field report when they have approved things or is that not

-
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) 1necessary?

2 MR. GRIMES: Yes, it would be in the body of the

3 report which is just completed.m

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Thank you.

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I noticed on one of the

6 staff papers addressed to me it mentioned that some of the

7 work may require both units to be down. Is that correct?

8 That is on . his post-accident sampling equipment.

9 MR. MILLS Is that true?

10 Yes, sir.

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE. Is that likely to be

12 dif ficult to get both units down at the same time on this

13 outage?

#
14 MR. MILLS: I guess what we are asking for, Mr.

15 Ahearne, some of these cases you know are like this one for

16 example. We tre saying the first outage of sufficient

17 d ura tion , th ree weeks. Then we add a bottom line which is

| 18 the first refueling outage. There might be a convenient

19 tim e f o r us prior to that time which would be more

20 convenient for both units other than the first refueling
i
l 21 outage. But the latest date would be the first refueling

22 outage on it.
.

23 I guess if it comes to the point that we have a

's
s; 24 scheduled outage f or Unit 2 and both units were required to

25 be down, we will have to bite the bullet and shut it down.

,
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) 1 If both of them are required to be down, if it does not

2 happen accidentally we vill eske it ha ppen on purpose.

3 COMMISSIGNER GILINSKY: Should you have the()
4 release of radioactivity, how would you go about estim a ting

5 how much had been released?

6 MR. MILLS 4 I believe we have the offsite monitors

7 f or releases. I think what we are talking about here, Mr.

8 Gilinsky, is the internal, what is inside containment and we

9 are talking about the high levels that we are now being

10 asked to look at and grab samples and the problems we are

11 having with that. The reason we are asking to put in a

12 monitoring system is so we do not have to go in for these

13 grab samples and deal with th e personnel exposure to the
_3

'

14 high levels of radiation.

15 COMMISSIONER GIIINSKY I understand that you want

16 a better system and you are committed to it and it is going

17 to be installed. But in the meantime suppose you had a
_

~

18 release up the stack'. How woul'd you estimate that release?

|

19 MR. MILLS: I think that we would be doing that
|

20 with the off site monitors, would we not?

!

! 21 MR. RAULSTON: We have the noble gas monitors in

22 the re. For the iodine and particulates we have to go in and

23 take these zeolite cartridges out and take them to a
!

x3 24 lab ora tory. We could determine from that. As Larry said,

25 wha t we want to do eventually is to avoid having to put an
-
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) 1 operator in there in high radiation.

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I understand that. The

r) 3 monitors that you have in there will handle the noble gases?

4 MR. RAULSTON: Yes, they read out remotely for the

5 noble gases.

6 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Those are installed now?

7 MR. RAULSTONa Yes, sir.

8 COMMISSICNER GILINSKY: So the problem is for

9 iodine and particula tes.

10 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I have a question or this

i 111s more curiosity. I noticed in one of the things the staff

12 said I guess reporting back from what you told the staff is

,

13 tha t Reg Guide 1.97 impacted your design schedule but aided

' 14 IV A in making a decision to lower the classification of some

15 of the piping and valves which resulted in some cost savings.

16 Was that accurate?

17 MR. RAULSTON: To the best of my _ knowledge, yes,

18 sir .
~ ~ ~ ~

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: All right.

20 MR. MATISON: There are a couple of examples in

21 this list where some delay can be attributed to the added

22 requirements of the Tennessee Valley Authority over what

23 0737 required. This is one.
-

.s

s/ 24 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Do you have any more, Mr.i

25 Mills?

,

4
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m
1 MR. MILLS 4 There are a couple more that I wanted

2 to mention that are not in that grouping that you had there.

~~' 3 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY May I ask one more

4 question to be sure I understood what you said about noble

5 gas monitors ? When you say noble gas monitors are on site

6and so on and will be installed, these are the improved

7 systems or what? You now have monitors installed which you

8 are going to replace, is that right? Do I understand that

9 correctly?

10 MR. RAULSTON The ones we have installed meet all

11 of the current requirements. What we do not have installed

12 are the monitoring for iodines and particulates.

13 ER. MILLS: John, I have that the noble gas,

i

( 14 monitors are on site and, the instrumentation and controls

15 would be shipped September 18.

16 MR. BAULSTON: That is right. I am sorry. The

17 fully qualified ones are as Larry said. They are there and
_

>

|
18 the instrum enta tion and ' con trols 'for them are ~ coming. The

19 ones we have l ' are not qualified for the higher

20 environmental levels.

21 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: You will then replace

22 tho se with the new ones.

23 MR. RAULSTON: Yes, sir.

; 24 MR. MILLS: There are a couple of other things

25 that we have previously talked to the staff about but are
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1not on my slides here because it did not make the latest

2 letter I guess a reactor vessel level instrumentation. The

-' 3 design drawings are not quite complete on that. It involves
.

4 considerable piping, pipe support, wiring, conduit

5 installation inside containment. Our estimated outage is

6 about eight weeks to do that. We are asking f or the first

7 ref ueling outage for that installation of that reactor

8 vessel instrume.ntation.

9 The other item that I had was the safety and

10 relief valve testing. TVA is participating in the EPRI

11 owners ' group effort on this item and committed to conform

12 to the results of this 'ef fort. I guess we are asking that

13 the Commission agrees with that. That is the program TVA
,

14 would like to have regarding the safety relief valve testing-

15 That completes the items that we have.

16 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO Do we have any date for the

-

17 saf ety relief valve testing?
-

- -

18 NR. ~ MILLS: I have the report concerning test
1

19 results on the Sequoyah test relief safety valves expected

20 to be submitted to the staff by April 1, 1982. That is the

21 1a t e s t thing. -

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s Are there any other questions

23 f o r M r . Mills ?

[) 24 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD4 If we do wind up feeling

25 tha t some further requirement is reasonable, can it be

\

_
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m
,, 1 phrased in terms of the first outage af ter a certain date --

2 I do not know what the date would be but say January 1, 1982

]; 3 -- rather than the first ref ueling outage? On a number of

4 these you have said that they can in f act be done at the

5 first outage.

6 MR. MILLS: If we could say of sufficient

7 dure tion , Mr. Bradf o rd , the problem that we do end up

8getting into is one tha t I mentioned earlier with what turns

9 out to be perhaps a six-week outage, which means that you

10 could have done something that was predicted to be two weeks

11 when we started.

12 We certainly would attempt to do what we can when

13 we have the equipment available, so forth, prior to the,

14 first refueling outage. We do not like to pile those things

15 up any more than we can, and anything we can do prior to

16 then we would. Of course that is the first outage of the

17 duration that we need to do some of these things that are
, _ , _

~' ~ ~~ '

18 sch eduled .

19 Certainly if all of a sudden out there in July

20198 2 ve end up with a six-month outage that we do not expect

21 or predict at this time, we could certainly do a lot of

22 these things and certainly would.

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s I ga ther if you knew it was

24 going to be a six-months' outage, you would.

25 MR. MILLS: Yes, sir.
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1 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Are there any more questions?j

'

2 (No response.)

; ^ 3 CHAIRMAN PALLADlSO: We thank you, Mr. Mills.
J

4 MR. MILLS: Thank you, sir.

5 MR. DENTON: I thought that epitomized some of the

6 dif ficulties the staff faces with a specific date in a

7 requirement: the conflict between the desire to get it all

8 done and then the practicalities in any par ticular case.

9 We would like to comment on our view on these. We.

10 do not think the extensions to the first outage are

11 unreasonable. But I would not want this to be generalized

|
12 tha t we would have the same view for all applicants for all

_ 13 cases. I think we do have to look and see the effort that

'#' 14 the company has made toward meeting the da te, the

15 compensating measures that they have in place and come to a

16 judgment' about that on a case-by-case basis.

17 That is why I thought it important for you to hear

18 the rationale in this case. I would not propose that it be

19 generalized for all other applicants, whatever the decisions

20 turn out to be.

21 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Is it just applicants or

Z2 operating reactors as well that would be affected by some of

23 these changes if they were generalized?

_) 24 MR. DENTON: Some applicants have met some of th e

25 ones that TV A is seeking relief on. There are other ones

i

|
|
|
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) 1 like water level which is an across-the-board problem for

2 all the industry because of the additional tests and

(]) 3 unf oreseen problems.

4 I would like to have the staff comment on our

5 views on these very briefly before we move on to other items.

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Don't you suppose that if

7 these referrals are granted you will hear from others?

8 MR. DENTON: I think it will probably set some

9 pattern but I was trying to say I would not think it would
-

10 be an automatic pattern unless you want to make it that way.

11 MR. EISENHUTs One may not follow the other. We

12 have a large number of requests from operating reactors now

13 where they have sent us Ittters and have enumerated a number,g
'/.

14 of items that they feel they will not be able to make the

15 0737 schedules.

16 We are going through the process now on this next

17 wave of requirements where you run into many of these same
_

,

~~

18 hirdware items .that were due January 1982. They are'saying

19 they will have great difficulty meeting them.

20 MR. DENTONs It sure tells me that we need a

21 better system than everyone meeting the same requirement on

22 the same date. That forces all of the attention of industry

23 to that date across the board. On something like

24 ref uelings , if putting in that req uire m e n t needs a shutdown,

25 1t is a much more rational time to pick a date of first
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^) 1 ref ueling af ter some date than te say on July 1 every plant

2 in the U.S. must have a certain type of monitor. That

3 3 causes a big push. Everyone is getting in line trying to
a

4 buy that one moniter or tan monitors that are on the shelf.

5 We have looked in detail at these. I think Roger
|

6 can talk to the ones that fall within our purview and Brian;

!
7 Grimes can address the tech support center issue.

8 MR. MATTSON: The information that I had larry

9 partially covered in his briefing. You have a paper in

to front of you that looks like this and I am not going to go

11 through it in any detail. Mr. Ahearne I think was following

12 it as he was going along. Maybe some others of you were too.

13 Let se just echo a couple of things that Harold
m

14 said. The total number here is fairly high, the number of'

15 dates that TVA says they cannot meet for Sequoyah 2.

16 Carrell is right that other plants are not going to meet

17 some of these dates also. The design f eatures that they are

18 unable to meet the date on I think varies f rom plan t to

19 plant but some of them will be difficult in all plants. let

20ae try to call out a couple of those as I go along.

21 Because the total was fairly high -- I think if

22 you total all of the instruments and events and the various

23 indicato rs , you will come up to something like ten -- we

) 24 looked a t two things: first, had the utility made a

25 ceasonable eff ort to' meet the dates and second, was there
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) 1 some interim measure in place for each of the places that

2 they have fallen behind.

}, 3 Having looked at that, first had they made a

4 reasonable effort, we found places where th ey probably could

5have done better. That is if certain mistakes or

6 assumptions had not been made, it might have been possible

7 to meet the dates. But given where they were today, we did

8not see any way to foreshorten the time tha t they were

9 estimating remaining to comply with th e requirements.

10 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I am now puzzled by that

11 answer be:1use I thought you were addressing had they made a

12 reasonable ef f ort. Whether or not they have made a

13 reasonable effort, could they do much better given where
,

14 they are today is the second question. The first question

15 was had they made a reasonable effort.

16 MR. MATTSON. We did not find instances where we

17 thought that TVA ,was stalling or intentionally holding out
,

~

18 on us to put themselves in a position where we could not say

19 n o . They had placed early orders. They had followed up

20 with second and third bids where they put things out for

21 bid . And being a Monday-morning quarterback, you can say

22 g e e , TVA is a big design organizations instead of going out
~

23 f or bids why didn' t you build it yourself.
~.

24 That is fairly easy to take potshots in that way.

25 But overall it looked like they had made a reasonable effort
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'
1 to meet the dates. They had run into difficulty in these

2 f ew areas and with the time they had remaining, the

3 resources they had at their command, these looked like

4 reasonable approaches that they were proposing to us.

5 There are interim measures on each of the areas
-

6 where they are not going to be able to meet the date. The

7 interim measures are like the interim measures that we have

8 approved for other plants. They may vary from plant to

9 plan t depending on which item they cannot meet. But like

10 noble gas sonitoring and what have you, they are the kind of

11 thing 'se have been seeing since the requirements first came

12 out after the accident at TMI.

13 COMMISSICNER GILINSXY: Does that apply to the
,

'

)
14 method for measuring iodine releases? Is that comparable to

15 wha t we accepted elsewhere?

16 - MB. MATTSON: I believe it is, yes, sir.

17 MB. DENTON: Until these new monitors are
: - .

18 installed , the only way to get a sample of what is being -
~

19 released f rom the stack is to retrieve the cartridge and

20 count it in the laboratory. We did make everyone look at

21 their procedures so to do the best job they could with the

1

22 equipmen t they had until these other devices became

23 available. So it is comparable.

[[ 24 MB. MATTSON: Of course you do pay something for

25 the delay. Despite the fact you have interim measures to

|
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I 1 accomplish some of these things, occupational exposures do

2 go up from having to go back in after operation and making

3 these changes.'

4 We have not attempted to quantify the occupational

5 exposures. They are the same kind of exposures that we will

6be meeting by installing these changes in other operating

7 plints. So this one slips over from the OL to the operating

8 class in the sense of occupational exposures.

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s Are these occupational

10 expotures that would take place in the event of an accident?

11 MR. MATTSONs No, to go back in after it is

12 operated and install some of this equipment. There are

13 thousands of man-hours inside a containment for theS
.

14 distributed ignition system for example to change it from

| 15 interim to permanent.

16 One ites I would note that is probably a precursor

17 of some other changes that we will make in schedule: the

18 vessel level indicator, one of the last ones that Mr. Mills

19 indicated, is due in all pressurized water reactors by
i

20 J anuary 1, 1982. You will remember that the ACES has

21 vritten you at least once and maybe twice saying tha t that

|
22 is pushing too hard for something that we could be a little

23 more careful about. We could see some prototypical
, s

- 24 tes ting. We need to understand it a little better before it

25 is rushed into all of these plants.

-
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]) 1 We have a paper in preparation coming down to you

2 which says we agree with the ACRS. We have pretty well

m 3 finalized on the several types of vessle level indicators-)
4 that the industry is going to provide. We do need to see

5some testing. Sote of that is going on in government

6 laboratories, and we will be proposing a slip in the January

7198 2 date. So this one is a precursor or harbinger of

8 things to come for some of the other plants.

9 Other than that the details you have on these

to slides are the same as Mr. Mills gave you.

11 MR. DENTON: I think the one that bothered us when
,

'

12 ve sent down the seco was this fact that the backup readout

13 on the incore thermocouples did not go above 700 when we

h- 14 first saw it and since that time they have extended it to

15 2,000. I think we find that an adequate interim.

16 MB. MATTSON: That reminds me of something the

17 Chairman asked a minute ago about how those displays

18 worked . ^r found a sentence n 07374 ' backup display'should

19 he provided with the capabilit) for selective reading of a

20 minimum of 16 operable thermocouples, four from each core

21 quadrant , all within a time interval no greater than six

22 min utes. The range should extend from 200 degrees

23 Fahrenheit or less to 2300 decress Fahrenheit or more.
s

j 24 They are going to comply with that except they

25 vill only go to 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit by January 1982 and

,

-
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) Ithen by the end of the first refueling outage, they will be

2 in full conformance with that requirement.

~])
3 OHAIRMAN PALLADINO: They will be after that.

4 MR. MATTSON: Yes. .

5 MR. DENTON: Maybe Brian would like to discuss the

8 tech support center.

7 MR. GRIXES: There is one additional page on the

8 technical support center.

9 We have discussed the matter with TYh and we agree

10 in principle with a daf erral. They are getting equissent by

11 next April which if the plant were in a pre-startup stage

12 would have allowed them to meet our date. W? do believe

13 tha t if they do have an outage, which they know is scheduled.s,
:

14 when they come down to last more than about five weeks, they

15 o ugh t to go ahead and make the connections and subsequent to

i
18that should complete the TSC hardware installation.

| 17 We understand there are still some uncertainties

181n the sof tware procurement and that they will be making the ~

19 best effort in that area. We have put an outside date to be

20 the one th a t they proposed, which I understand is before

21 sta rtup after the first refueling outage.

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Was the original date October

23 1st ?
__

24 MR. GRIMES: October 1, 1982, yes.

25 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: How was that date selected?
.
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[j 1 MR. GRIMES: Initially the date was January 1,

2 1981. I believe immediately af ter TMI as we developed the

3 guidance last year, 696, that was published, we had

4 discussions on the final date. It var published in draft

5 last summer and then in final last viater. At the time it

6 was put out in final there were disemisions with the

? Commission on 696 and the date was proposed at that time of

8 October 19o2 based on discussions with the vendors of the

9 equipment and utilities at that time.

10 Our latest information on the general industry
,

11 compliance comes with the June 1, 1981 submittals on

12 conceptual designs. Based on cur contractor and staff looks

nA a t thosa submittals, I am not too optimistic at this point
,

i'

#
14 about the October 1, 1982 date if the state of those

15 submittals really reflects the state of design of many of

16 the systems.

17 There are a few systems like Diablo Canyon which
,

18 haVe been' completad and are functional at this time. And-
-

19 Davis-Besse has completed their facility and is nov

20 finishing their procedures. There are a few facilities th a t

21 did not waft for 'ur guidance but which turn out on a

22 bes t-ef f orts basis to have essentially met our guidance.

23 Those that did wait for the guidance it appears
._

24 may go beyond October 1, 1982 even, where they are

25 constructing new f acilities and installing additional
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m,
1 equipment.,j

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: As I recall they said they

^

3 would have the new tech support center I guess during the
,

,

4 first outage. Will the interim support conter be adequate

5 until that time even if it was the first ref ueling outage?

6 MR . GRIMES : Yes. We have looked at this

7 situation specifically with an appraisal team and it is

8 comparable to what the rest of the indus.try has and for the

9 most part will have until at least next October, the space

10 with communications facilities and in this case some visual

11 view of the control room through television cameras.

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Are there any other questions?

13 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Where do we stand on the-~

14 EOF for this f acility? Is it centralized TVA?
!

15 MR. GRIMES: Yes, in Chattanooga which happens to

|
16 be 14 miles from the Sequoyah site. The Commission approved

i

17 the TVA concept last year and the TVA is proceeding on

~

18 t h a t '. I believe they are planning by next summer to have

|
19 some additional information transmittal to that facility.

;

| 20 But they are using that facility right nov. It will be

21 exercised tomorrow in conjunction with the Browns Ferry

22 exercise.
I
I 23 CHAIRMAM PALLAu!NO: Are there any other questions?

24 (No response.)- '
l

25 MB. DENTON: This concludes our presentation on

.,
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1 this particular one. We would recommend that the license be
,

2 conditioned with the types of dates that have been discussed

3 here today, the first refueling.

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Could I ask, I am not sure

5 where to fit it, it goes back to something that Larry Mills

6 talked about in the beginning, namely the use of the

7 permanent system. TVA has made the conclusion that the coil

8 igniter is better than the glow plug and assuming that their

9 tests work out correctly, successfully, they will be

10 installing tha t. Has the staff, has NRR reviewed the coils

11 and do they have the same level of confidence that TVA has?

12 MR. DENTON: Let ne ask if Roger can address that.

13 MR. MATTSON: We are waiting to see hcv the tests

14 work out but my staff says that the change looks like it is
.

15 in the right dire tion to them.

16 If I can offer a partial explanation for what is

17 going on with the distributed ignition system, we had
_

18 Sequ~oya h fi~rst and they "ot part of the problem solved. Weg

19 came along with McGuires it was a tad bit better than

20 Seq uoyah . The thing put in by D. C. Cook is a little bit

21 better yet. New Sequoyah is coming back up with a permanent

22 hydrogen sitigation system and equaling the level that has

23 been reached with the others.

24 So we thought tha t since the changes were not

25 monumental and were in the right direction that the delay
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s
1was okay.

.

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Will this be the first use
,

]; 3 of coils?

4 MR. MATTSON: I believe it is. But I ought to get

5 back to you to confirm that.

6 MR. DENTON: Maybe I misunderstand something, but

7 I think they are going to leave in the present system until

8 the first refueling.
.

9 MR. MATTSON: Yes.

10 MR. DENTON: So we do not have to face that

11 question quite today.

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I understand that.

13 MR. DENTON: We would still expect all of their_,

'

14 information on the program on the present date. So we vould

15 know I would guess pretty soon af ter the first of the year

16 in overall view on the system.
-

17 MR. MATTSON: TVA confirms that this is the only
. -

18 use of' coils.
~

~

19 MR. DENTON: Why don't we go.back and pick up the

20 status reports and unusual ocrcurrences part of the

21 pre senta tion.

22 MR. STAHl ICE will put on a presentation here on

23 the status of Sequoyah Unit 2. This is Slide No. 4, I

24 believe.'
-

25 MR. CUICK: The first item on that slide deals
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,

I with th e plant status of construction deficiencies or

2 construction items that we had attached to the 5 percent

'

3 power license as Attachment 1. We initially had some 40-odd

4 items on that list back in June of this year when the

5 Commission acted on the 5 percent license. Since that time

6the list has been worked down to the point where we have

7 only one lef t on the list which is on the license copy that

8 you have in front of you.

9 MR. EISENHUT: The one we proposed on August 17,

10 in that time f rame, at that time we had 13 items ' chat we

11 needed to be done prior to additional criticality and one

12 prior to full power. Don's point is the list is now down to

. 13 one item. I think it is Item 11. All of the rest have been

14 comple ted .

15 MR. QUICK: It is Item 11 completing all

16 pre-operational testing and resolving significant

17 deficiencies.
_ ... ..

18 As of this time all the pre-operational testing
~

i
I

; 19 has been completed with the exception of two tests, one of

20 which has been ongoing and includes the one control rod that
|
| 21 I mentioned that they were having a little difficulty with.

22 Th e second testing has to do with loose parts monitoring and

23 was to be accomplished when they went back down to Mode 5.

_ 24 So that is the status of the construction items.

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The way it was worded is
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! 1 "and resolving significant deficiencies." Is the control

2 rod the only defiriency?

3 MR. QUICK: On that particular tests we have other}
4 test deficiencies which have not been evaluated as

5 significant enough to delay criticality of the unit

6 however. But there are deficiencies obviously on some of

7 the other pre-op tests which are having to be ressived by

8 engineering design.

9 COMMISSIONEE AHEARNE: In your judgment they do

10 not rise in significance?

11 MR. QUICK: That is correct.

12 A couple of the items that were on that list to *

13 start sith have been moved into the body of the license and,s
I,

'#
14 incorporated along with other items which were already

15 existent in the license. One in particular is Item 3 on the

1611 cense list that you have right now. That has been moved

171n and incorporated on. page 4 under Item 7 which has to do
. _ _.

18 with the low temperature overpressure protection system'

19 requirement that is to be incorporated by the end of the

20 first refueling.

21 The second one that will be incorporated into the

22 body of the license is the one item that appears on the

23 attachment prior to reaching full power, the ERCW corrosion
.-

24 problem. That item is going to require long-term

25 resolution', probebaly in the form of replacement of piping
,
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) 1 eventually. However in the interim TVA has attempted to

2 aodel the entire system and come up with the values that
\

3 would be appropriate during normal operation to put in place

4 a surveillance program which would deal with the degrada tion

5 of the system on an ongoing basis to alert pecole to the

6 f act that the system is degrading to a point where something

7 has to be done with any particular branch portion of it.

8 'Je have in Region II reviewed an interim

9 surveillance program which is a two-part program that TVA is

10 committed to accomplishing on this system to provide us the

11 assurance that we need tha t the system first of all is

12 adequa te to supply enough cooling water for both units in

.

13 full pow er operation . That was the first point. They have

' #' 14 sho wn this through a pre-operational test and flow balance

15 of the system.

16 Secondly then there vill be an ongoing

17 surveillance system vhich basically encompasses volumetric
,

18 mea surement of certain selected portions of the piping

19 periodically to verify that corrosion is not building Lp at

20 such a rate that would be beyond that that is expected.

21 In addition to that there would be a second

22 surveillance program which would be implemented any time

23 that significant changes to the system were made from the
,

24 standpoint of flow balance or any time that any operationals

25 components started approaching temperature limits. The
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1 Region feels that that surveillance program as outlined by
,

2 TVA is sufficient to assure us that the system will be

3 adequate until the first refueling outage, at least until

4 tha t point.

5 By that time TVA will have their computer program

6 which will be at that point a very elaborate surveillance

7 program to assure that each particular branch line in the

8 system is not degrading beyond acceptable limits. That will

9 be an ongoing surveillance program until final resolution is

10 accomplished on the entire system.

11 That is the status of the attachment of
,

12 construction deficiencies. At this point we do not have any

13 reason to believe that the final item will not be completed

"]
14 prior to the present schedule for criticality which is next

15 we e k . We do not have any indication of any significant

16 items that are involved as test deficiencies.

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE. There had been one item

|

- - -

, .

18 still open for full power.

19 MR. QUICK That was the one item that I had just
i

! 20 discussed on the EECW corrosion problem. There were really
|

| 21 two of those items. One had to do with the wrong type

Z2 strainers being installed in the system which increased the

( 23 pressure drop. The second one had to do with corrosion of

24 carbon steel piping. They are all involved in the .etwe-

25 pro blen and what we are sayin; is we are moving that problem
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) 1 into the body of the license.

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But you ha ve confidence

3 that with the surveillance procedures that that would not'

J .

4 become a problem?

5 MR. QUICK Our assurances from TVA are that they

6 have at least two to three years.before any particular

7 portions of the system would be affected below acceptable

Slimits.

9 3R. EISENHUT: What we are proposing is a license

10 condition which has the long-term surveillance program as

11 they proposed it.

12 MR. QUICK: Right.

13 MR. EISENHUT: The other item Don mentioned about. _s

) .
'

14 the low temperature overpressure protection system was

15 alreacy in as a license condition on page 4, No. 7. We had

16 1t in two places.

17 MR. QUICK If there are no questions then on the
,

18 a ttachment to the license, I will continue with the unusual

19 occurrences since the last time the Commission met on this

20 issue.

21 The first one deals with the galling of a reac to r

Z2 vessel stui during installation or reinstallation I should

23 say of the reactor vessel head studs following fuel load.

24 It happened tha t this was the 54th of a total of Su to be
-

| 25 installed. The last one galled when it was threaded
|

'

|
|

|

l
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1 approximately seven inches into the vessel flange.
,

2 In TVA's investigation of the incident and our

' 3 investigation --
,

4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY. What does " gall" mean?

5 ER. QUICK: It means that it stuck. It seized and

6 TVA was reluctant to use excessive force to try to remove it

7 because usually that just results in causing it to seize

8 harder and you wind up losing more total th reads once you

9 get the stud out than you would have otherwise.

10 So they proceeded in a f airly conservative manner

11 f rom that respect, did not force the stud. They attempted a

12 couple of days later to use liquid nitrogen to reduce the

13 temperature of it. That did not work. The y finally
,

''
14 contracted with General Electric to come in and drill the

15 stud out.

16 Upon drilling out of the stud it was observed that

17 they had lost a total of only two threads on the reactor
.

- - - - -

18 vessel flange itself. Westinghouse analysis shoved that you

19 could lose a minisum of ten threads before having any

20 problems whatsoever.

21 So their investigation and ours as well did not

22 uncover any failure to follow procedures or inappropriate

23 steps that were taken during the installation of the studs.

_
24 As I pointed out, this was the last of 54 studs. This is

25one of those things that happens f rom time to time in our

s
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) 1 opinion that is just basically unex; 1ained.

2 In my experience it takes very little interference

3 with stainless steel threads of tha t type to cause this

4 galling or seizing effect. Those are fairly close

5 tolerances. They had properly cleaned them. They had

6 properly lubricated them, at.d we could see no reason at all

7 why the studs should have seized as they did.

8 As I indicated General Electric successfully

9 drilled it out. Ihey only lost tw3 threads on the vessel

10 flange and we felt that that was a minimum impact and as the

11 Westinghouse analysis shows.

12 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO. Did they have any further

13 trouble then with that stud? Did they put a stud in there?

D
14 MR. QUICK Yes. After remo. val of the stud of

15 course then they chased the threads ir. the vessel flange,

16 put another stud in. The only thing that was done was ther

17 thsnged the procedure to thread the studs in by hand rather
_

18 using the pneumatic tool that was provided for that

19 purpose . But as I indicated previously, the pneumatic tool

20 worked fine on the first 53.

21 Are there any other questions on that item?

22 (No response.)

23 ER. QUICK: The second item was an inadvertent

24 spill to the containment sump of approximately 8,000 to_,

25 9,000 gallons or water. This water came from the reactor
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) 1 coolant system into the containment sump th ro ugh the

2 residual heat removal system suction path via the

(]) 3 containment sump suction for the residual heat removal

4 system.

5 If I could have my No. 1 slide there please, the

6 residual heat removal pump is shown there on the lower

7 right-hand side of the slide. Adjacent to the pump is one

8 remotely operated control valve which is operated from the

9:ontre bosrd, and it also receives an automatic t gnal to

10 automatically close. Just below it, the valve that in

11 marked " inadvertently opened," is a second valve that
*

12 receives another automatic signal to open.

13 During an accident sequence normally the residual

'~
14 heat removal system would be sligned to take a suction from

15 the refueling water storage tank, which is shown in the

16 upper cente r of the diagran, and discharged directly into

17 the cold waves of the reactor coolant system.
- -- --

18 Upon a' point where the refueling water storage

19 tank reaches a low level, an automat ?.c signal i_ genera ted

20 to switch the suction for the residual heat removal pumps

21 o ve r to the containment sump. There are three signals

22 involved in this. One is that the refueling water storage

23 tank level must be low. The second is the containment sump

A
(_) 24 level must be high, sufficiently high. And the third is

25 tha t a safety injection actuation signal must be present.

J
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) 1 D uring pre-operational testing of this particular

2 aspect, this automatic switchover function, in the early

{]) 3 etages of the procedure there were some checklists in there

4 to go through and verif y contact status on the slave relays

5in the solid state protection system. While that was being

6 done, one of the relays that was called out in the procedure

7 to be checked, it turned out through later investigation

8 there was a typographical error and the wrong relay was

9 called out in the procedure.

10 As luck would have it, the relay that was called

11 out had exactly the opposite contact status as the relay

12 that should have been called out. When the test director

13 and his instrument technician attempted to verify those
,

14 ralay contact status points and they came to that particular

15 o ne , they noted that the relay contact status was opposite

16what it sho uld be in the procedure.

17 Just what happened exactly at_that point we do not
~

18 really know for sure, but all' investigation points to the

19 f act that the contact state was changed on that relay at

! 20 tha t point in time during pre-operational testing, such tha t

21 f or tha t relay that was called out in the procedure, the

22 contact state would then agree with what the procedure

23 said . However keep in mind tha t there was a typographical
,

) 24 error on that relay.

15 As a result of changing the contact state on that

)
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) 1 relay, what effect that had on the overall system logic was

2 that it essentia'ly would create a signal comparable to a

(~)N, 3 saf ety injection actuation signal all the time for the
s

4 automatic switchover for recirculation on Train A only. So

5that when they got ready to run the rest of the test, the

6 instrument technirian started putting in the simulated

7 signals for low EWST level and high containment sump level.

8 As soon as they installed the second signal, the

9 valves automatically started moving. That should noc have

10 occurred in accordance with the procedure until they had

11 actuated the safety 1. uction signal af ter these simulated
.

12 signals had been put in. But because these contacts had

13 been reversed on that relay, the SI signal was already there(),

~

14 and the valves started moving when they installed the
'

15 simulated signals.

10 So in that particular case there was a failure to

17 follow procedures which resulted in approximately 8,000 to

~

18 9,000 gallons 'of RCE water - - - -

~

19 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You said there was a failure

20 t o follow procedures. It looks to me like they followed the

21 procedure but the procedure was wrong. Is that'right?

22 MR. QUICK Yes, I malbe got my story a little out

21of sequence.

) 24 The first point was that the procedure was wrong.

25 There was a typographical error in that particular pre-op
,
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] 1 test procedure. However there are other administrative
2 procedures which were not followed as a result of an

3 identification of a test deficiency which was not followed

4 upon.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADING: Would those procedures have

6 prevented this circumstance?

7 MR. QUICK: Yes. They probebly would have because

8 it would ha.ve required the nonconforming report to have been

9 evalucted which would have meant that posssibly it would
i

10 have been compared to the as,-built drawings and so forth and

11 the error would have maybe been picked up at that time prior

12 to the performance of the tests.

13 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa Why was there water in the

14 sump?'

15 MR. QUICKS It came from the reactor coolant

16 system. It came back through the suction line from the hot
i

-

171e7 of the reactor coolant system down to the suction of the
-.

._ _

18 RHR pump and back through the inadvertently opened valve

19 into the containment sump.

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: It came in that way. I

|
) 21 see.
I

22 MR. QUICK: Yes.

23 Are there any other questions on that particular
,,

U 24 incident ?

25 The third one, if I can have Slide No. 2 please --

.
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''
1 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa Presumably the procedures

2 have been corrected.

~

3 MR. QUICKS The procedures have been corrected,

4 yes. It was also reemphasired by nanagement of the

5 importance of initiating the administrative procedures for

6 the nonconforming deficiencies and so forth that are

7 identified during testing.

8 Ihe other event + hat I wanted to talk a little bit.

9 about was the most recent which involved the identification

10 of three recircula . ion test valves being found in the open
'

11 position when they should have been normally locked closed.
.

12 Our resident inspectors during a routine tour on August 26

.
13 were in the pipe rhase stea of the auxiliary building and

-

14 they were routinely checking position of valvos in that area

15 when they identified tha t all three of these valves which

16 are on an eight-inch recirculation line to the refueling

- 17 water storage tank were open.
-

-
. ..

-
'

18 They are supposed to be locked cIosed. They are
,

19 there for the purpose of recirculating the containment spray
I

20 pumps one at a tim e f o r th e purpose of testing them.

21 surveillance testing in accordance with the technical

22 specifications.

23 With those three valves open, if a single failure

24 was assumed which would have left only one spray pumps

25 ope rable , in the Regional e valua tion of this event we

|
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'
1 determined that one pump would not deliver sufficient flow

2 to the containment spray nozzles for the accident condition

3 that they were designed for.

4 If both pumps had started as they should have and

5 ve would f ully expect them to, then water would have been

6 delivered through the spray nozzles. However it probably

7 would not have had the normal spray pattern that you would

8 expect it to have inside containment. So the containment

9 spray may not have been quite as effective as it should have

10 been .

11 So the event itself was fairly significant. TVA

12 conducted a very thoro gh investigation of the event. Their

13 investigation basically corroborated what we found. They
1

14 came into Region II on September 3 to attend an enforcement'

15 conference where they proposed some 11 corrective actions

16that tney would take in response to the high rate of failure

17 to follo w procedures which we had ncted on Sequoyah in the
- .

-

18 recent past.
~

19 Now chese 11 corrective actions had to do with

20 both corporate- and plant-level management people.

21 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Would yet say a word about

(
ZZhow the valves ran be left open before you go to th e

23 corrective actions?
'

1

! .; 24 MR. QUICK 4 These pumps had been used during the
!

! 25 preceding week to recirculate the refueling water storage

./
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') 1 tank during the initial fill of that tank and the initial

2 boration of that tank. As you well know, that tank is kept

] 3 at 2,000 parts per million boron and is the primary accident

4 vater source for all of the ECCS equipment. It is a 400,000

5 gallon tank.

6 They were using the containment spray pumps for

7 the recirculation of the tank, based on the fact that those

8 pumps have a higher capacity than the spent fuel cooling

9 pumps which would normally be used for that purpose.

10 Now the reason that the valves were left open is a

11 matter of conjecture at this point. The investigation shows

12 that people that manipulated the valves or caused the valves

13 to be manipulated did not fill out the configuration status,

V
14 logs for that particular system which would have kept track

15 of the position of those valves.

16 The reason that it was not filled out was

17 basically because the plant was in Mode 5 where the
_

,

~~

~18 containment spray system is not required and as a result and

19 the pressures of a lot of work going on, they neglected to

20 fill out these status logs in anticipation that prior to

21 returning into Mode 4 the valve checklist would have been

22 run which would have picked up the position of these valves.

23 In other words in 3 ode 5 where the system is not

24 required , the concern was not necessarily as great as it>

25 would have ,een in Modes 1 through 4 where the system was
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) 1 required. Therefore the procedures were not strictly

2 adhered to.

3 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Do the procedures apply to

4 Mode S?

5 MR. QUICK: Yes, they do.

6 The procedures were not strictly adhered to and as

7 a result of a combination of f ailure to adhere to the

8 procedures plus some holds in the pro:adures which did not

9 pick up these particular three valves on the system

10 alignment procedure that was accomplished prior te reentry

11 into Mode 4, these valves were not caught before they went

12 back into Mode 4.

13 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: If the procedures had been
.,

)
'" 14 adhered to would this have been avoided?

15 MR. QUICK: Yes.

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs What was this extra hold

17 tha t you verc r* ferring to?

l 18 MR. QUICK 4 The ext'ra hold that they had, they

. 19 f ailed to maintain the configuration status logs which is a
!

20 sta tus checklist, if you will, that requires them to log

(
21 each time a valve position is changed from that which it is

t

22 supposed to be in for normal configuration. That is one

!

i 23 system.
| ,

') 24 The system they banked on catching these valvesm

|

|
25 was the system alignment procedure which,would have normally

|

i
i

~

|

I
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~} 1 been run prior to entering Mode 4. the problem was that

2 these particular valves since they are manual valves are

3 accounted f or sepa ra tely on a separate surveillance

4 instruction which up to this point had only been initiated

5 in Modes 1 through a when the valves were manipulated. The

6 system slignment instruction did not have these locked

7 valves included in it. These are referred to as the

8 Category E valves, if you will, that come under in-service

9 inspection program, Section 11.

10 Now the fact that these valves were not included

11 on the normal system alignment checklist was how ther

12 happened to be missed when the plan't returned into Mode 4

13 It was taken for granted that because they were on the
3

'

14 locked valve checklist that that would have accounted for'

15 th e m . Obviously with the system configuration logs they had

16another method of accounting for the valves.

17 What I am saying is that because the plant was in

18 Mode 5 and the system was not required, the system status

191ogs were not strictly adhered to. And as a result of the

201oo phole in that, these valves were not included on the

21 system alignment checklist. They were not picked up when

22 the plant came back into Mode u.

23 Since that time obviously tho se procedures ha ve

. 24 been fixed. All of the valves on the locked valve

25 surveillance instruction have now been incorporated into

/
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) 1 individual system alignment checklists as well as remaining
I

2 on that locked valve checklist. The locked valve checklist

3 has been made a periodic surveillance, not just one tha t

a would be initiated when,ever a valve is manipulated in Modes

51 through 4.

6 In addition to the procedure changes, Mr. Green

7 who is the director of nuclear power in TVA has been touring

8 all of the TVA sites and briefing all personnel, in

9 particular the management personnel down to and including

10 the shif t engineers and assistant shift engineers. This

11 briefing pertains directly to the TVA upper level management

12 policy of following procedures strictly adhering to the
.

13 procedures as written and that if something is wrong with
,,

'

14 the procedure, then the procedure will be changed but that

15 they will be strictly adhered to. He accomplished this

16 briefing this past Saturday at Sequoyah and the proceeding

17 Friday at Browns Ferry.
; .. _

18 There are other corrective actions in the farm mf'

19 management briefings of all operations personnel along the

20 same lines which are being undertaken by the plant

21 management itself. Those are ongoing. If I can take just

22 another minute or so I would like to have my senior resident

23 give you his impression of the effectiveness of these
,
'

24 briefings. He spent the entire weekend at the plant at

25 Sequoysh sitting in on the briefings and talking to

.,
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) 1 operating people and so forth. At this time I would like to

2 have him say a few words.

} 3 MR. FORDS My name is Ed Ford, senior resident.

4 inspector at Sequoyah.

5 I would like to preface my cemarks to give you

6 some perspective on my conclusions by saying that I was not

7 totally convinced that Sequoyah or TVA was going to be able

8 to put into effect a good corrective action. I base that on

9 the f act tha t these f ailures to follow procedures have been

10 a pattern that I have watched develop over the past six

11 mon ths.

12 However I have seen the director of nuclear power

13 generation, a corporate level individual, make a firm

b'
14 commitment to the need to follow procedure regardless of how

15 it affects scheduling. I must also sa y tha t in the past

16 scheduling has been king at Sequoyah. I do not believe that

17 can any longer be true. I belie ve tha t the philosophy of

18 procedure is going to rule.

19 Saturday morning at 7:00 I sat in on his talk when

20 he talked to virtually every member of management at

21 Sequoyah. The sessage was quite clear to me what he meant.

22 I interviewed some of the middle management members after,

231n depth , and they not only listened, they believe that they
m.
- _/ 24 will be f ollowing the procedures verbatim.

25 I sat through a whole series of secondary lectures
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1 tha t were given by the assistan t plant superintendent for

2 operations where the message was again repeated without loss

-} 3 of content or tone. I again inteviewod personnel in the

4 operating shifts and 1 repeated this on Saturday, Sunday and

5 yesterday.

6 My resident inspector was present at a maintenance

7 seating this morning where all of the people wk.o were not

8 present over the weekend again received the same message. I

9 have seen the changar thst were put into effect in the

10 administrative instructions that will ensure that they will

11 not be deviated from again.

12 The reason I [dve you that perspective in the

13 beginning was so that you would understand that I have come,_
,

~

14 a long var in my thinking in regards to how they will behave

15 in the f uture. There were three things that I was looking

16 f o r . One vss a direct and outright admission by the

17 management that there were problems; they have done that.
_

_ _ _

18 Ihe se'cond thing was an effective correctivo actioni I have

19 seen tha t. The third ching does remain to be seen but I

20 have no reason to believe it will not be seen. That is the

21 implementation of procedure compliance.

22 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I have one question to ask

23 you . Those seem to be a fairly important set of changes.
n

24 Would I be right in thinking that before you had observed

25 these .?setings you would have had some hesitation about the
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) 1 company's willingness to put procedures ahead of

2 scheduling? Would I be right in thinking that say a week

- 3 ago before you had observed these meetings you would have

4 doubted the company's willingness to put compliance with

5 procedures ahead of scheduling?

6 MR. FORDS Yes, sir.

7 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You have been at the site

8 for how long?

9 MR. FORD: Six months.

10 COMMISSIONER AREARNE: And this has been a trend

11 You have been seeing for many months.
.

12 MB. FORD: Yes, sir. Understand that I do this on

13 a sampling basis. An a:gument can be made that I have a
,

" 14 skewed sample. However certain events have been generated

15 which cause me to believe my sampling is correct. So I came

to Saturday morning with a very skeptical viewpoint.

17 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: If your senior inspector
_

18 was of a significant1r dif f erent view as of a few days ago,

19 then I wonder how this meeting can have been scheduled and

20 how a staff recommendation to go ahead with the f ull power

2111 cense can have been arrived at.

22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE4 If I could add on, I was

23 just wondering where in all of the paper that has come up to

) 24 us would we have found that concern that your senior

25 resident has expressed was growing over many months.

.
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1

) 1 MR. FORDS I have to put that in perspective

2 also. Some things just do not crystalize until there is an

3 event that crystalizes them for you. I believe this was the
)

4 event.

5 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: There has been a history

6 of problems and valve misalignments and so on at the site.

7 They had quite a few problems at Unit 1. So I am not

8 commenting on your view here and what caused you to firm up

9 your thoughts, but just as an observation this has been a

10 f airly trouble-plagued startup of both units..

11 MR. QUICK 4 If I can elaborate on that a little

12 bit , this is not something that has come new to us in Region

13 II. I think you are all aware of the statements that I have

14 made in the past with respect to this. I think you are~

15 aware of the f act that we have had TVA into Region II on

16 numerous occasions for management conferences, if you will,

17 on one subject and another.
.. .

18 I think that this time basirally as Ed pointed -

19 o ut , these three valves were very key valves in a very

20 impo rtan t system and we at this point decided tha t something

21 zore than the standard corrective action needed to be taken.

22 COMMISSIONER GIII.NSKYa What was the date of this

23 realization that the valves had been left open?

) 24 MR. QUICK: These were found open on August 26.

25 COMMISSIONER GILINSK!: How long had they been

s

.)
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2 'l 1open?
2

2 MR. QUICKa They had been open as nearly as we can

.m 3 tell for approximately four days. However the plant was in
.-.)

4 Mode 4 at the time. And you have to recognize as well that

5 there are no fission products in the core. The core is

6 brand now. It has not been critical yet. Therefore the

7 impact had anything happened such as a steam break for

8 example would have been minimal from, that standpoint.
9 I might point out as well that there was a second

10 surveillance which has to do with testing the individual

11 spray pumps which would have found these valves open. It

12 just turns out that the first surveillance on the one pump

13 was due to be accomplished the same evening that our

(T) 14 residents found these valves open. They found the valves

15 open during the afternoon and the surveillance was due to be

16 accomplished on the A pump that evening. So they would have

17 been found that evening.
-

_ -.

18 - - CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:- Are you satisfied tha t TVA is

19 procedurally oriented or at least following the procedures

20 as set forth?

21 MR. QUICK: I was going to elaborate on that

22 point. I think th a t it is important to note that we in

23 Region II have taken a very strong view toward TVA in the

l
,s 24 p as t . We have had them in on a number of occasions. One of

25 the particular aspects of our problems has been failures to

~,

J

*
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1

'I') 1 follow procedures. |

; |
'

2 In this particular case I think that for the first

3 time, well, maybe I should not phrase it that way, but I
Vs

4 think that TVA understands now some of our concern of the
5 past. I think that up to this point TVA really believed

,

6 that they were doing a good job in the operations area and

7 that maybe some of the things that we were bringing out were

8 not as important is they felt they should be.

9 But I think that this particular event combined

10 with the spray event obviously in Feb uary on Unit 1 brought

11 out the fact that maybe there can be some tightening up both

12 from the standpoint of following procedures and also from

13 the standpoint of supervision by management, because
,,

.)
" 14 adherence to procedures, doing a qcod job, striving for

,

15 exrellenca is born at the upper level management positions

16 and it filters down through the ranks that way.

17 For the first tim e th a t I am aware of at least, a
_

18 very high member of TVA management admitted to us in the

19 enf orcement conference on September 3 that they had not been
,

20 sanaging effectively and that the attitudes of some of their

21 people were wrong.

22 Now in my opinion I believe and we in the Region

23 believe that that was a significant step forward because

m
_) 24 tha t nad never occurred before. They would always agree

25 with what we had to say, go back and take the corrective

1
' ^ws'
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-) 1 actions, but this was the first time I think they started to
1

2 believe it themselves.

^ 3 In my mind then that is a significant turnarouni3

J

4 point. I think that what Ed has alluded to that he has

5 witnessed over the weekend is evidence of the strength in

6which that message is coming across at the site level.
i

7 We would then propose to follow up and assure the

8 implementation by verifying first of all that all living

9 corrective actions have been completed prier to the time

10 t h a t *her would undertake initial criticality in Unit 2. We,

11 would then propose that following the test program but prior
,

12 to the time that they are ready to go above 5 percent power

13 we would go back ant do an additional verification of the-

"
14 eff ectiveness, the continuing effectiveness of the

15 implementation of these corrective actions.

16 We would then also propose that we would do the

17 same thing again prior to their proceeding above 50 percent
- .

-

~18 power af ter they'have had an opportunity to get all of'the

19 sys tems in to opera tion in the facility. We have received

20 agreement f rom TVA on these three hold points in their

21 scheduling of the operation.

22 So that basically is what allows us to come before

23 you today and say that we can support a license, because we
|

~,

|
- 24 believe that within ICE we have the effective tools that we

1

25 need to stop the plant at any point in time that we feel we
|

.
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}) 1 need to. We have already gotten agreement from TVA that

2 they will get our concurrence prior to the time that they

em 3 will go critical above 5 percent and above 50 percent and
V

4 that we will accomplish a verification of the effectiveness

5 of these actions at each of these points.

6 That is it, sir.

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO Thank you very much.

8 HR. DENTON: This concludes our presentation.

9 CHA!3 MAN PAL 1ADINO: Are there any other questions?

10 I gather ws have before us the question of our

11 deciding whether or not we are going to go ahead with the

12 f ull power licenso f or Sequoyah Unit 2. I was going to open

13 it up for discussion but you are free to ask questions on
.

# 14 anything you want to.

15 COMMISSIONER ASEARNE These are two peripheral

16 que stions. First as we all know, one of the big issues in

17 Sequoyah has bean the hydrogen problem. I guess it was
_ . . . .-

- 18 partially on the Sequoyah case that led to a lot of

19 discussion and then led to further reorientation of a lo t of

20 NRR and research work in hydrogen.

21 I wondered whether we had any later information on

22 research focused specifically on Sequoyah that has come in

23 since the last time we met.
.

24 MR. DENTON: I am not aware of any. let me ask

25 the staf f. I

l
1

-
|
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I 1 MR. MATTSON: There have been continuing meetings

2 and a lot of information flowing. I am sure there is new

'; 3 inf ormation on Sequoyah since the last time we gave you an

4 update.

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Is there any'.hing

6 signifirant tha t you know of?

7 MR. MATTSON: No. We are still pointing towards

8 receipt of a lot of information early ir October. We are

9 under the gun to turn it around and finish a review in four

to mon ths. All of the infornation will not come in until the

11 end of Janua r*y. It is going to be a tight four months. We

12 still remember your encouraging us that if we needed a

13 little longer, to make it t.he right decision rather than a-,

.

14 rushed decision, which I think was your spirit a few months

15 ago . I hope it is still your spirit.

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I was just wondering if

17 there were any new developments that you knew of that were
_ _

18 significant.

19 MR. MATTSON: Nothing has been brought to my

20 attention that I shoulc! be bringing to your attention. We

21 are still on course as far as I know.

22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The second question was

23 going back to the SER, the last supplement, which really

24 goes back to the previous question I had asked once before.

25 I noticed in 22.19 down at the bottom, the second paragraph

ALDERSoN REPCRTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 from the bottom, we sa y that based upon discussions with TVA

2 we understand that the pressure indicators will survive the

N 3 effects of hydrogen ignition.
-

4 I ask. the same question: should I read this as

5 that the staff is saying it is their opinion that this is

6 true? Or are they just passing on the information that TVA

7 has told t tem and you are just relaying it to us?

8 MR. EISENHUTs I thought we answered this before.

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The before answer was it is

to going to be clarified.

11 MR. EISENHUT: We will have to check.

12 (Laughter.)

13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Are there any other questions

"
14 or comments ?

15 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Harold, do I understand

16 the staff position correctly on each of these items, the one

17 on page 2 of the briefing outline? That is is the column
..

18 headed Staf f Requests still your proposal?
-

19 MR. DENTON: No, the staff request was the

20 original dates.

21 4R. STAHL: That is correct.

22 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: So you are then in accord

23 with the TV A proposal except for the technical support
.

24 renter?

25 MR. MATISON: If you will look at the handout that
|
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1 I had, the separate one, down in the bottom section it says

i

2 how the license --

3 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Okay, for each of these

41tems. '

5 MR. MATTSON: They are roughly comparable.

6 CHAIRMAN P ALLADINO : I did not follow you.

7 MR. DENTON: We.are in accord with the Applicant's

8 dates. The first column was the staff request originally

9 back in June when we were trying to hold to those dates.

10 Then we have evaluated the TVA proposal. When I sent down

11 the memo on the 31st I pointed out that there were two areas
.

12 that we had not completed our look at. That was the range

_,
13 of the backup incore thermocouple and the tech support

~

14 : enter.

15 Since that time we have concluded that they have

16 adequate provisions in those areas such that extended the

17 incere to 2,000, and ICE is happy with the interim technical

'18 sup port cen ter. So today we are in accord with the new;

19 proposed TV A da tes f or first ref ueling.

| 20 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: But on the tech support
|

| 21 : enter, if I undecstood correctly, you are saying that if
i

i 22 there were an outage scheduled to last more than five weeks
i
l 23 af ter May 1 you would look to that, which is a little

-

24 different from the TVA proposal.-

I 25 MR. DENTON: I think TVA has indicated they can

|
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); 1 foresee a scheduled outage to get as much done. Ihey were

2 concerned with any outage that runs five weeks. So we will

S 3 have to be careful how we word that provision.
a

4 MR. EISENHUT: I think the words we were thinking

5 on a number of these is an outage that is of sufficient

6 duration but no later than.

7 MR. DENTON: Yes, after they have all of the

8 equipment necessary.
.

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Are there any other questions?

10 (No response.)

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Are you ready to vote on the

12 f ull power license for Sequoyah Unit 2 based on the

13 consideration f or the extension of the dates shown on the
.

~# 14 staff proposal?

15 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Since they have not used

16 any of the authorization that they currently have, I must

17 say my own inclination would be to let them proceed a little
. . . .

-

18 further into their~ program and then make a decision,

,

19 assuming tha t we are on schedule. It is not a point that I
|

| 20 f eel strongly about, I must say in this case, and unless the

|

|
21 Commission's decision is a different one I will not be very

22 discomfitted by it.

23 But it seems to me that procedurally since we have

) 24 given them one authorization which they have not used at all

25 ye t and since I as a believer that there is a value in the

,

+@
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) 1 Commission staying in close touch with the plant as it

2 starts up for the first time, I would just wait and see how

3 the startup proceeds. There is not anything in this

4 briefing that I would not be prepared to authorize.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: The startup of the plant is

6 within the period that is relatively short compared to the

7 time within which we would act.

8 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: That is right, and the low

9 power test phase is not a long one. I would feel much more

10 strongly if we were looking at eight weeks of low power

11 testing or something. But if in fact they are on a 12-day

12 schedule, then the total period involved is only about 20

13 d a y s.

''
14 CHAIEMAN PALLADINO: We would still have open to

15 us if we would get some feedback adverse to --

16 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: We could step in and stop

17 1t of course. Those all add up to the reason that I do not
.

- -
- . . .

18 feel strongly.
~

-

19 As I say my inclination would be to hold off but

20if the Commission felt differently it certainly would not be

21 a major source of disagreement among us.
,

22 CH AIR M A.i PAllADIN0s It would also involve more

23 staff time I presume. They would have to keep attention on

, 24 the case at least to the extent of bringing it back to us.

25 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Not necessarily; if at the

|

'

-
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' 1 end of ten or twelve days they said tha t in f act they had

2 gone critical on schedule and chey were proceeding without

3 problem, I am not sure they would have to come back.
)

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I do not see the pertinence

5 of that. What I would see is the pertinence of any

6 indication that they were not functioning correctly. The

7 f act that they are critical might be delayed a day or two

8 would not necessarily --

9 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: No, I agree.

10 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I wanted to say tha t I

11 gather you want to take a vote. I would be prepared to go

12 ahead but I want to say that that is based on staff

13 conference that TVA's management performances improve and if
m

~# 14 a t the various checkpoints it turns out tha t your

15 expectations are not met, I would like to hear about it.

16 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: The important point, Joe,

I

17 is the one you made which is if there are any serioust

18 rese Vations from 'now and the time they expect to go above

19 5 percent, we would want to know about it and at least

20 con sider steps again .

21 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I think we would all accept
I

22 that as part of any vote that if any inft' .ation comes forth

t

23 t h a t ought to be brought to our attention and might modify'

-

24 the actions we would take, I think we would take for granted
,

25 that the staff would bring that to us forthrightly. If tha t

;

.
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/m
) 1is not true, it would inf:uence my vote as well.

2 MR. QUICK 4 I melieve that you can rest assured in

3 tha t any thing that is identified in the field pertinent to

4 the safety of that facility will be brought to your

5 attention.

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I am willing to go ahead

7 but I would have to comment that unlike the senior resident,

8 Ed, whose skepticism is decreasing, I guess mine is somewha t

9 increasing. I am always a little skeptical when I find that

10 just bef ore a decision the Applicant now will make a

11 change. If it is a hardware change tha t is once made, it is

12 m ad e . But a management philosophy change is a much more

13 fundamental question.
,

u)
14 So my skepticism as far as TVA's management

15 approach is increasing, but I am willing to go ahead with

16 tha t caveat.

17 MR . FORD: May I take the liberty of making a
_ __

18 rema rk ?
~~ ~~

19 My skepticism is decreasing. I also have a great

20 deal of faith in my management af ter having watched them for

21 three years deal with problems in the field. I think if

22 there is a problem we vill not have a problem with it. If

23 there is anyone wno should have concerns, it is the
,

i 24 immediate populace of the Sequoyah plant. I ha.; pen to bes/

25 one of thea .

s
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|

!

) 1 COEMISSIONER AHEARNE: Ed, the management I was

2 talking about was not your management.

-m 3 MR. FORD: Yes, I understood, sir. I guess I was
-

4 trying to make the point that I have a lot of f aith in my

5 Regional management to back me if I have a problem also.

6 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I was almost going to make a
*

7 comment during part of your presentation that we did not

8 know how bad things were there until we saw the improvements

9 that could be made.

10 (Laughter.)

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO4 If you have faith then we

12 would like very much to be apprised of any developments that

13 either indicate we ought to reexamine the situation or are a
,s

'' 14 disappointment to you.

$5 I wonder if I could ask for a vote on the

16 willingness to grant a full power licanse to Sequoyah

17 nuclear power plan t, Unit No. 2.
_

_

i 18 'COMYISSIONER BR~ADFORD: Aye.
|
'

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Aye.19

20 COMMISSICNER AHEARNE: Aye.

21 COMMISSICNER ROBERTS: Aye.

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Aye.
|

23 That is with the understanding of course that the

-
24 cav eat would apply.

25 'Je thank you all for coming. I presume that is

.
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i

h 1all the business we have this afternoon.

2 (Thereupon, at 4: 20 p.m., the hearing adjourned.)4
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